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3rd January 2000 Theo Todman
EDITORIAL

As usual, we welcome our new members to the SIG. We have 11 new members this
time. It’s good to see people are still joining faster than they escape.

•  Kate Manion •  Andrew King
•  Arthur Knox •  Judith Bailey
•  Edward Kelly •  Timothy Preston
•  Lesley Killick •  Ann-Louise Lowson
•  John-Joseph Hosking •  David White
•  Genevieve Harding

As we enter a new millennium, some sort of “state of the nation” address is to be
expected, but I’m not going to inflict one on you. From a philosophical perspective, I
would allege, all the dating systems are arbitrary, so why worry about them ? Enough
to wish you all the best for the new year in accord with convention.

That said, I have to apologise for the non-appearance of Commensal 99 to schedule in
November. Some of you have emailed me to query whether you’ve  been
disenfranchised. Well, no more than anyone else. The trouble was, contributions were
down from normal, and most of my emotional and creative energy was being absorbed
by my work. Also, as with all things, the fun has somewhat gone out of SIGSecShip &
Commensal editorship – we’ve been going three years now, after all. So, enterprising
new ideas from those willing to help implement them are welcome. In particular, we
need someone to organise the Conference in May.

PDGList

It’s been an eventful few months for PDGList. There are now 32 members. We’ve had
the occasional resignation, but I’ve managed to persuade most members to hang on in
there. The list exploded into excessive life a couple of months ago, with people, it
seemed to me, putting insufficient thought into their postings before pressing the
“send” button. This was a valid objection of some people who departed the list, along
the lines that philosophy doesn’t benefit from being pursued as a furious pace. In any
case, 6 postings a day was too much to cope with given that they are supposed to be
considered reflectively.

As, possibly, an over-reaction, I amended the list to “moderated”– in that I had the
opportunity to review postings before they hit the rest of the readership – so that the
sort of spontaneous comment that’s rattled off without any real consideration hit the
waste-bin. The sort of thing that’s OK in a conversation, but leads to anarchy in a
serious discussion. This had the unfortunate consequence, predicted by some, of the
list declining into quiescence – about one posting per week. Anyway, I’ve now
switched the list back to “unmoderated”, so we’ll see how we go.
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For your entertainment, I give my “list-killing” post – a good example of a rant, but
containing some serious points.

I’ve decided to switch on the “moderated list” button temporarily.
Consequently, any posts have to be approved by me before they hit the rest of
you. Outrageous ? Well ….

Something bizarre seems to have happened to the list over the last few days.
Until then, the majority of postings had been reasonably well thought out.
Maybe the subjects have not always been to everyone’s taste, but there’s a
way of getting the list to discuss “your” topic – raise it yourself in a creative,
interesting or provocative  way !

However, the volume has escalated recently and the quality has been
execrable. Maybe we could argue about what quality is (along the lines of
Persig’s ZatAoMM), but I think we would probably agree that items evidently
rattled off in a matter of minutes (seconds, some of them) with no attempt at
adopting standard grammar or spelling – nor attempting to be coherent & to
look forward to the next couple of rounds of the argument – are just not up to
scratch.

This is supposed to be a philosophical list. Posts are archived & should be
worth referring back to. We are all (supposed to be) intelligent people whose
time is valuable. I presume you each wish your posts to be read with attention.
Any post – if read with the presumption that there is something in it worth
reading – will take a minute to read. So, it only seems fair that you should
take at least as long over a post as you demand collectively of your readers.
There are 28 of us currently – so if your post took you less than half an hour
to compose, don’t post it. The longer your post, the more time you will
consume, so be brief. Think of opportunity costs – what list members might
otherwise do with their valuable time.

In general life, Hi-Q types tend to assume that “our” time is more valuable
than others’ (that’s why we turn up late to meetings). Whatever the dubious
value of this approach, here we are all (supposed to be) peers, so we can’t
carry on like this on PDGList.

So, some pedantic rules …

1. Think long & hard before you post.
2. Don’t post single-sentence or even single paragraph messages.
3. Don’t make things difficult for your readers by copying an entire post and

including your one-sentence witticism somewhere embedded in it for
others to hunt out (responding point by point is OK, but don’t weary the
list by fighting every last battle).

4. Think through what the response of someone brighter than you is likely to
be to your post, and if you have no answer to the likely rejoinders, shut
up.

5. Read what you’ve written – does it make sense to someone who doesn’t
share your brain ? If not, rewrite or bin it.

6. No more than two posts a day each.
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7. If you’re autistic or a sociopath, please leave the list.
8. Persistent offenders will be expelled.

The purpose of the list is to enable people to discuss philosophical matters
that they care about and have thought about for some time. Maybe they’ve got
stuck and need help – in which case post the thoughts in a coherent manner up
to the “then I got stuck” point. It is not for idle twaddle or for people to mouth
off on any old whimsy.

Getting back to the “moderated list” theme with which I started, hopefully
we’ll be able to return to normal shortly. In the interim, I intend to adopt the
“angel of death” approach. I’m very busy and have neither time nor
inclination to enter into correspondence with individuals on whether or why
their postings aren’t up to scratch. If they (in my view) fall lamentably short,
I’ll just delete them. If the author has made an effort, I’ll wave them through.
The point is not whether I agree or not with the sentiments expressed in the
posts, it’s whether they are expressed rigorously enough for it to be possible
for an opinion (other than one of contempt) to be held.

In case any of you are still reading,  with reference to point 6 above, please
cover only one point (or thread) per post. Please also make the title of the post
clear, and keep the thread title the same unless you’ve changed the subject. A
list member has suggested we remove the automatic [PDGList] from the titles
and have a standard title format of <subject> <author> <date>. I’m not sure I
agree, but am open to persuasion. Any thoughts ?

Ending on a positive note, thanks for your enthusiasm – but the list has to be
worth running. If you want to set up your own lists, and can persuade others
to join, please do. Just don’t mess mine up.

A fair number of subjects have come up for discussion, and some appear reprised later
in this issue of Commensal for the edification of a wider audience.

As a reminder, to join PDGList you need first of all to log on to http://www.onelist.com

and sign up to Onelist. Then you need to apply to join PDGList itself. You can do this
by initially doing a search on “pdglist” and then following instructions. Alternatively,
and quicker (though you will thereby miss out on all the wonders of Onelist !), you
can go directly to http://www.onelist.com/subscribe/pdglist – again, you will need to join
Onelist first (it will prompt you). Either way, I then need to accept your application.
Once accepted, whenever anyone posts anything to the list, you will automatically
receive an emailed copy of the posting. To post something yourself, just email to
pdglist@onelist.com and everyone on the list will receive a copy.  Why not give it a go ?

So far the idea of pre-posting Commensal articles to PDGList doesn’t seem to have
been that fruitful, with few comments received.

I haven’t got round to the web-site yet and it remains low priority for me. Any
volunteers ?

Some Feedback from Nigel Perks

http://onelist.com/
http://onelist.com/subscribe/pdglist
mailto:pdglist@onelist.com
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Nigel writes … “I’ve just read Alan Edmonds’ excellent article “Notes
on Philosophy of  Science” (C98/20) and wanted to register my praise
for it. The distinction of mathematical model and intuitive explanation,
and the mention that the uniqueness of the speed of light is a
requirement of earlier discoveries, shed some light in the darkness I feel
when reading popular accounts of physics and relativity. I don’t know if
this is the kind of comment you like to include in Commensal, but I
thought in the critical activity of philosophy a bit of praise would not go
amiss. I certainly appreciated the favourable comments of Paul Cadman
and Rick Street (and you) about my first piece.”

Royal Institute of Philosophy Annual Lecture Series, 1999-2000
Philosophy at the New Millennium

Here’s another repeat of the notice for the series of weekly lectures given by the Royal
Institute of Philosophy, omitting those that have already taken place. These are fairly
small, informal gatherings attended by 100-odd people; they are well worth turning up
for if you can – but do so early or you won’t get in !  Unfortunately, I’ve been so busy
at work that I’ve not been able to drag myself away early enough on Friday evenings,
so have missed them all so far.

2000

14 January Ruth Garrett Millikan
Cutting Philosophy of Language Down to Size

21 January David Cooper
Environment & Technology

28 January Stewart Sutherland
Human Nature and Human Flourishing

4 February John Haldane
Has Philosophy Made a Difference, and Can it be Expected to?

11 February Anthony O’Hear
Prospects for Beauty

18 February John Skorupski
Outlook for Ethics

25 February Margaret Boden
Cognitive Science

4 March Jerry Fodor
tba

All Lectures to be given at 14 Gordon Square, London WC1 on Fridays at 5.45 pm.
Admission is free

PDG Conference 2000
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Talking of conferences, we ought to be thinking of the 2nd annual PDG Conference at
Braziers Park, near Oxford. I believe the Mensa at Braziers group’s September
conference on Globalisation was an interesting event, if relatively sparsely attended,
and look forward to a write-up from Leslie Haddow or Jane Benn in due course.

As to our own next conference, in May 2000, I haven’t given it a thought yet. Any
ideas for subjects to discuss, or papers to present. Should it be themed or should
people have a free rein ? If anyone can think of an appropriate theme, please suggest
one !

Next Issue of Commensal

Assuming that, after this brief intermission, we can return to the normal schedule, I’ll
give you until 15th February 2000 for contributions to what will be the March 2000
edition Commensal (C100).

Best wishes for the new millennium !

Theo
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9 September 1999 Bob Cooper

I began to write not knowing of Frank Walker’s contribution (C98/24: shades of the
Japanese monkeys?) It parallels his contribution, adding to it but not duplicating
anything so I decided to send it along.

THE SURVIVAL OF THE FITTEST

“The survival of the fittest” is an inadequate summary of a theory applied out of
context to situations its proposer never considered. It has been warped to support
political dogma, and has come to mean for most people, the extermination of the least
‘fit’. (Fitness as decided by man.)

Carried to its conclusion this view would lead to the survival of one individual of only
one species and all life would be extinct when that individual died.  If life ever got off
the ground. (Oops).

Consider the finches so important to Darwin’s thought.  Their behaviour was
primarily directed towards survival, not extermination.  They adapted and fitted into
every niche available to them.

Survival of the fittest is a phrase which should not be used of individuals, groups or
even species.  It does apply to adaptations and modified behaviours whose form is
decided in the genes.  Survival depends on a large and varied pool of genes.

On a talk-radio programme recently a man advocated the extermination of council
estate tenants on the grounds that they have a low Iqs and are criminals.  He regarded
this as an expression of the survival of the fittest.  He was not answered, just insulted
and cut off.  In the minds of some listeners he must have won his argument.

However, it goes without saying, both of his allegations are false.  But if they were
true?  A person with a low IQ still has the innate potential to produce off-spring of
higher intelligence than their own, and has other qualities which, retained, would
contribute towards general survival.

Nor should “criminals” be discarded because they are a nuisance.  Such persons do
make contributions other than the criminal and a change of circumstance could make a
disregard for convention valuable to survival.

If it is accepted that council tenants be eliminated on these grounds, what of the
people with low Iqs, and the criminals, who do not live on council estates?  Or people
who survive because of inherited wealth?  If we go down the extermination road, it
leads only to extermination.

Survival is about success in a specie’s environment and preparedness for change.
This survival demands not only the preservation and expansion of a species’ own
genetic pool but also that of all its supporting species, in particular, its food chain.
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Extinction in nature is incidental and accidental.  Survival by extermination is not
possible.  Real survival is no such simple thing.

Bob Cooper

Bob : you are right that the expression “survival of the fittest” is much abused. It is
sometimes alleged to be a tautologous idea, because there’s no particular notion of
what “fit” is, as far as capabilities go, other than the idea of being able to leave more
offspring, that themselves go on to reproduce, than do the opposition. The fit are, by
definition, those who survive. As such, it has been said, in certain societies those who
reproduce in an uncontrolled manner are more “fit” than the more circumspect. In
natural societies, the Malthusian premise of limited resources applies & excessive
offspring cannot be supported & hence die before reproduction, having fruitlessly
consumed some of these limited resources to the detriment of others. It is this general
dearth of resource, brought to a crisis  by population growth that, in natural societies,
means that the individuals who survive tend to fit whatever niche they have chosen,
and that these useful characteristics, where heritable rather than acquired, tend to
become increasingly represented in the gene pool. The reason that the expression “the
survival of the fittest” is valuable is that it summarises the Darwinian explanation of
the driver behind evolutionary change – that it is the pressure of limited resources that
allows the environment to select some inheritable characteristics over others. What
constitutes “fitness” in a corporeal sense varies from one environment to another, but
in general the fit are indeed fitter, in the normal sense of the term, otherwise they
wouldn’t be able to survive to reproductive age. Where some people get steamed up is
with the thought that a welfare state is an unnatural society where Malthusian
correctives are circumvented and society will become increasingly less fit in the
normal sense, and hence progressively unstable. I would suggest that, like everything
else, this is an exercise in game theory. Clearly, a self-supporting society cannot have
all its members sick, on pensions or otherwise supported in an unproductive state.
That’s why it’s better, other things being equal and apart from personal
considerations, to be young, well and usefully employed. However, since most of us
will be ill at some time, old for some time & unemployed for some time, it makes
sense for these conditions to be ameliorated as far as possible, without excessively
undermining the well-being of those who are making this largesse possible. There will
doubtless always be some undeserving cases that benefit where they should not, but
hoovering them up too religiously is counter-productive and not worth the effort.

Theo
Bob Cooper’s Mini-CV : In response to Leslie Haddow’s suggestion in C98, Bob has
sent in the paragraph below to explain where he’s coming from [Ed.]

Bob has no special qualifications. He left school at 16 and at 18 became
a mental nurse. During this service he worked mainly on rehabilitation
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projects, away from the wards. He has held office in members’ clubs
and trades unions. He has always read a lot and thought a bit. Now
retired, he still does.

22nd September 1999 Bob Cooper

THE MEANING OF LIFE

In C98/19 Jane Benn refers to my contribution, ‘The Meaning of Life?’ C97/42, and
implies that I have taken ‘life’ to mean human life. Not true. Graham Dare may have
(C96/6) but I referred to life in a very general manner and nowhere did I regard human
life as the ultimate or reject the possibility of extra-terrestrial life forms.  Indeed, I
deliberately left this open.

Our chances of becoming aware of other intelligent life in the universe is remote.
Communication windows between us are bound to be relatively tiny. Our own
‘window’ has just barely opened.  We could have missed evidence of other life by a
second or by a million years.

But none of this makes much difference to ‘the meaning of life’.  “What is the
meaning of life? Is probably the wrong question.  Perhaps we should ask, what is the
meaning of the Universe?

Bob Cooper

Bob : I am even less hopeful that the question “what is the meaning of the Universe”
is a sensible one to ask than I am of the “meaning of life” one. We supply meaning.
Why should the Universe have one ?

I agree that communication with intelligent alien life is unlikely, and that dialogue
with them is even more remote, given the time lapse between the sending & receipt of
messages. However, it would be the receipt of the first undeniably genuine message
that would be the revolutionary finding. I have a private theory that narrows any
conversation window further – societies sufficiently technologically sophisticated to
take part in this dialogue are unstable and would tend to destroy themselves the
dialogue could get far. It would be interesting to consider whether the competitive
instincts inherited from our own evolutionary past would apply in alien societies. That
is,  would Darwinian evolution be the correct paradigm for any ecosystem anywhere ?

On another tack, did anyone read the recent Prospect article about the impact of
gamma-ray bursts on life. The suggestion is that, if life is ubiquitous, then on average
life in an entire galaxy is extinguished in some galaxy somewhere each day. A grim
thought.
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Theo

8th September 1999 Kate Manion

INTELLIGENCE VERSUS WISDOM

Re: Frank Walker (C97/30) : I found Frank’s comments difficult to follow, until I
realised that he had confused intelligence with wisdom. I checked with several
dictionaries, just to be sure that it was not my error, and arrived at these definitions:

2. Intelligence is the aptitude for thinking, reasoning, and understanding –
the requisites for drawing conclusions from a body of knowledge

2. Wisdom is the judicious application of experience and knowledge,
characterised by good sense and prudence

Thus, intelligence means one can act intelligently, whilst wisdom means that one does
act wisely.  It follows that, whatever an IQ test measures, it is not wisdom, so there
should be no basis for expecting members of Mensa to be wise.  Frank’s need to
provide examples of the folly of considering Mensa members to be wise is therefore
spurious.

Kate Manion

Kate : I’ll leave Frank to defend himself against the charge of confusion, but I would
just like to say that the apparent lack of correlation between a propensity and a
habituation requires some explanation – and one possibility is that the propensity is
being incorrectly diagnosed. I expect another factor is that wisdom requires more
experience to operate than does intelligence, and that intelligent people tend to over-
estimate the quality & extent of their experience, as well as the value of their own
thoughts, thereby being less self-critical than they ought. Hence the absence of
prudence.

Theo

3rd May 1999 Ann MacKinnon Kucera

DIGGING FOR TREASURE

It had taken a couple of hours of raking and weeding; inspecting each flower clump in
the thirty by forty foot garden to see if it had lived through the winter and was ready
for the great spring bloom.
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I went into the house to comb the twigs out of my hair and rinse the dirt from my
hands.  As I held them under the tap a horrid sight met my eyes!  Where there had
been a diamond ring on my finger, there was now only a nasty twisted metal object
poking up from the back of my hand.  It took a moment to realize that it was the
empty prongs which once had held my precious diamond aloft.

Of course my heart stopped.  Not only was something of value gone, but it had been
the gift of my husband and I could imagine his shock and hurt when he heard the
news.  I must get it back somehow, and before he returned from work.

I had just entered the house and gone straight to the kitchen sink so it must have been
left in the garden.  Where should I start looking?  I tried to remember all my earlier
steps, but I had walked over nearly every inch of the ground that morning, had kicked
or dug around nearly everything.  To compound the problem the garden was on a
hillside, the day was windy and things were blowing about.  Also the dirt was soggy;
if the diamond had fallen onto the bare ground and I had stepped on it, the little stone
would never be found again.

In the fear of doing irrevocable damage by walking out onto the damp ground, I sat
down first to think.  Did I remember anything odd?  There had been a slight clinking
sound when I had slipped on a hilly spot and grabbed at a section of chain fence for
support; perhaps that was when my diamond made its escape.  If I did not want to
crawl all over the ground in a grid pattern with my nose ten inches from the dirt, that
was the only place to start.

I stepped cautiously to the area next to the section of fence I had grabbed.  At its base
was a two foot pile of leaves which had been mouldering there since the previous fall.
I had recently added to it.  But there was no hint of a diamond lying on top.

My first impulse was to scrabble through the leaves.  But then the top leaves were dry
and any movement might encourage the wind to take them away and the diamond
with them.  It would be better to dig slowly, like an archaeologist, saving scraps and
mislaying nothing.

I fetched a cardboard box, and removing one leaf at a time from the pile, filled it
cautiously and then dumped the contents onto a cleared flat space at the other end of
the garden, looking at each leaf a second time in case I had missed something.  The
diamond was less than a carat in weight and roundish, so that it could roll away easily.

An hour or so went by quickly.  The dry leaves were all gone and from now on down
to the damp ground were only blackened partly decayed leaves, which tore on contact.
Suddenly I caught sight of a sparkle in the blackness!  I dove for it, but it disappeared
at once in the disturbance made by my eager fingers.  I had to start again, for my
careless rush had hidden it deeply.  I went back to my plodding method, cheered
however by the knowledge that I was on the right track.  I dug for another half hour,
willing myself to be patient.
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At last there was another sparkle!  I peeled the leaves away from all sides until it lay
revealed – its shape, its position.  I trembled.  If I reached too quickly would I miss it
again?  Could my hands be trusted?

Using a small spoon fetched from the kitchen, I lifted the diamond carefully and
carried it slowly into the house. Only there did I dare touch it and place it in an
envelope and place that envelope in another one, well licked and labelled.

I was proud of my success, as well I might have been, for I have since heard the sorry
tales of other women who lost their diamonds in the garden or down the sink or Lord
knows where.  If I had hunted for it with enthusiasm instead of guile it might easily
have been lost forever.

But I have always been a curious and careful investigator.  As a child I preferred
detective stories and romantic tales of hidden treasure, dreaming of becoming either a
detective or an explorer sunk in the mysterious tombs of Egypt.  But limited by
motherhood and housekeeping I could only read the Archaeological Review and
investigate the lives of my neighbors.

I never uncovered anything of consequence, but the discovery of even a small truth
hidden behind bland appearances brought me a curious happiness. I have always been
in love with the idea of Truth and so I am a very poor liar, blushing, stammering so
that everyone can see.  I early decided that I was such an untalented liar that I would
only get into trouble if I set out on that route.

I watched other people tell lies with special interest. The wide-eyed innocent stare, the
almost imperceptible trembling of the neophyte, the silence, rather than the answer, in
which the liar would transmit the music of falsity, audible not only to dogs and cats
but to any alert human.  The great detective was always at work watching for the
misleading word; the clue to the hidden truth.

Not long ago my husband and I attended a seminar at our local University on the
subject of lying.  Sisela Bok, a lecturer on medical ethics at Harvard Medical School,
had written a book on the subject in which she denounced the practice of lying from
every possible angle, including the habit of lying about little harmless things, because
it would eventually lead to self-deception and the resultant loss of a sense of reality.

The visiting lecturer, a professor from a smaller University, had chosen to refute her
on psychological grounds and argued that “everybody” lied and so it was natural and
right to do so. He had written a book to prove it.

This set my teeth on edge!  So, along with most of the members of the Philosophy
Department, we remained in the lecture hall after the talk, in order to debate the
question with him.
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He spoke of his background and studies in philosophy, then answered a few polite
questions.  I asked how on earth it was possible for him not to love the truth while he,
by self-definition a philosopher, was constantly engaged as such in seeking out the
truth.  He replied that he did not love or seek out the truth and that he read philosophy
only for his own amusement.

I wanted to know how he could possibly read the dense and uninviting prose of the
philosophers, just for his amusement or indeed for any other reason except to learn
some new truth buried deep within.  I had found it so painful to read that compressed
kind of writing that it made my brain squeak with the effort, and I mentioned the
philosopher John Locke as a horrible example.

He answered smoothly that it was for his own amusement and pleasure that he read
John Locke and he did not find him a bit difficult.

One of the professors remarked dryly at this point, “You are lying to us now, aren’t
you?” Derisive laughter momentarily filled the hall.

He stiffened up and changed the subject.  “What is Truth?” he demanded
belligerently.

There was a suitable silence as no one wanted to start a debate on the sticky question
of whether Truth exists or not. But I was busy remembering my patient digging for the
diamond through the wet leaves.

I was smitten by a sudden inspiration and piped up, “Truth is the golden needle in the
haystack!”

At this point the red-faced visiting lecturer suddenly and unconvincingly remembered
that he had a plane to catch and walked briskly out the door!

I believe my spontaneous definition was the right one, for like the truth a golden
needle is valuable, useful and twinkles cheerfully at you when you locate and
recognize it.  In searching for it, though you may stride forth on intuition and logical
exercise, there is no substitute for patient sifting through either a haystack or a pile of
leaves, or that mass of irrelevancy under which nearly every truth is hidden.

You may never find that needle using only patient search, but neither will you go off
half-cocked, scattering accidental falsehoods all about, as I did with the leaves, and
miss the goal in your hurry to snatch the shiny prize.  And even though you are
unsuccessful in your dull hunt, perhaps you may dispel some of the falsehoods stuck
to the vegetation and show those coming later a smaller, less grubby pile with a
brighter light shining through it because you have already removed some of the looser
rubbish.

Ann Kucera
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Ann : thank you for that – a lucid and important message entertainingly written. I dare
say that philosophy can be entertaining as well as a serious seeking after truth. The
thing I find testing about studying other philosophers is that, in an academic sense, its
important to distinguish what they wrote (or said) from what is true. A philosopher
can be important even though all (s)he wrote might be false, because the right
questions might be asked or light shed on them by the admittedly incorrect procedure
adopted to tackle them. I do think it important, though, that we read the great (or even
lesser) philosophers for the light they shed on questions that interest us, not merely as
a form of literary criticism. However, we mustn’t make them say what we want to
hear.

Theo

17th September 1999 Carl Ainsworth

A COUPLE OF SNIPPETS

1. Comments on C98 (comment by Bob Cooper on C97/6) : Omnipotence and
omniscience suggest properties of a deity rather than a deity’s obligations; if the
deity is truly omnipotent it will be able to choose not to exercise its power when it
wishes to permit us Free Will.

This would not be the same as choosing to be “less powerful and less
knowledgeable”.

The omniscient deity may also choose not to act upon its complete knowledge.

It may be that we are not able to imagine the nature of omniscience, being non-
omniscient ourselves.  This is of course a humbling perspective and for this reason
one often rejected by philosophers.

This chicken & egg type conundrum has often popped up over the centuries –
whatever one may conceive the totality of existence to be, another can always add
“except god, which is outside that definition …”

I sometimes envisage a deity which sees at one glance the totality of everything
that happens – before now, now and after now, and knows in advance everything
that will have happened  before and after it will happen … it would allow things to
occur but could interfere if it wanted – so free will is preserved – but then of
course, there is no way to prove that free will exists in the first place ….

2. Comments on Ethics of an Inquisition Victim, C96, by Fred Hobson : I didn’t
get C97 so forgive any overlap.
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Whether the acts concerned broke the law or not in the accused’s view is not
relevant as the situation depends upon the Justice system’s determination of the
existence of criminality, right or wrong.

Actions to be taken then depend on whether Fred wants to be ethical or pragmatic,
or both and in what proportion.

If he doesn’t do as he is told he goes away – will this achieve any ethical advance
for himself or for others?  If so, is it enough to make prison worthwhile?

If not, then be a good boy and thus stay out of jail, act the part “they” want, and
remain free to fight the system on the outside later.

A parallel dilemma faces persons convicted of arson who plead not guilty; if
convicted they are not eligible for parole until they admit to their offence; but to
do so is to admit prior guilt.  For this reason some remain in Jail many years after
they could have been paroled.  Is this ethical?  For whom?

John Stuart Mill has a lot to answer for ….

Carl Ainsworth

Theo Todman !!!! Carl Ainsworth (Email, 19/09/1999) : Thanks for your comments – they
seem cogent enough, though leaving enough issues to pick at ! One question – I didn’t
understand the allusion to John Stuart Mill at the end. I’m a consequentialist myself, so am
sympathetic to Mill. Are you saying that deontological ethics is simpler (provided you can
decide on those things that one always ought to do) and that consequentialism is more
difficult in practise because the consequences & paybacks are hard to calculate, and are in
any case subjective as they depend on the evaluation of the individual ?

Carl Ainsworth !!!! Theo Todman (Email, 21/09/1999) : Thanks for the response and
courteous comments. I’m glad you think I left something to pick at – the whole area is so vast
that it only ever seems possible to scratch at the surface, as an individual. In response to your
comments on John Stuart Mill – Yes, I think so.  If we subscribe to JSM’s belief that
experiential knowledge is the only valid form of knowledge then Utilitarianism becomes
almost a necessity … I think I meant to suggest that things would be a whole lot simpler in
“Life” if JSM’s was the total solution – but also that the dichotomy between Act and Rule
types of Utilitarianism cautions us to be aware that consequentialism points out many
difficulties in over-simplification.

Theo Todman !!!! Carl Ainsworth (Email, 04/10/1999) : I’ve been writing up C99 and have
included our little clarificatory exchange. Without wanting to distract attention from your
main points by digression on the last line, it might help our readers, some of whom may be
ignorant of philosophy, if we gave a bit of background as to the difference between Act and
Rule Utilitarianism (and of the motivation for the distinction). My understanding is that Rule
Utilitarianism is a middle ground that says that we should generally follow moral rules, but
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these rules should be chosen based on their expected consequences; whereas, Act
Utilitarianism dispenses with rules altogether and evaluates each act on its expected
consequences, and therefore seems open to the “the end justifies the means” reductio along
Karamazovian lines. Do you want to add a though to this effect or shall I ? Or should we let
them look it all up in a good book ?

Carl Ainsworth !!!! Theo Todman (Email, 14/10/1999) : Yes, perhaps a brief summary a bit
like one I once heard … The local council wanted to spend £500 on a garden for the blind.
The “Rule” Utilitarian argues thus: What USE is a flower garden for the blind ? The “Act”
Utilitarian says: Not much, unless … it is a scented garden, the blind appreciate this type of
art enormously; also, they can appreciate it at night …. The “Rule” man responds: Ah, but,
the greatest good to the greatest number suggests that we apply the resources where most will
benefit …. To which he receives this reply: Yes, but who is to say what represents the greater
good – the number of people benefited or the amount by which they are benefited ? Hope this
is not too late or too little ! Mind you, there’s a lot to be said for looking it up in the “book”
as well … <VBG>

30th September 1999 Valerie Ransford
COMMENTS ON C98

Dear Theo : Thank you for Commensal and running this SIG. I can’t see how anyone
could object to your technological plans. There doesn’t seem to be all that much
interaction in this SIG and if a web-site and / or email improves interaction, hooray ! I
look forward to reading your deliberations.

I look forward, too, to reading comments from those who associate Frank Luger and
continental philosophy with Macbeth at the end of his tether. Frank Luger’s piece
looks perfect to me and I wonder where I have gone wrong (C98/28).

Since Ann Kucera (C98/21) is interested not only in Plato and his pals, but
prominent Americans, (and her piece was great fun), perhaps she, and others in this
SIG will be interested in the following incident.

An individual in Ohio was sentenced to death for arson which resulted in a child’s
death. Later evidence indicates that arson did not occur. This evidence was submitted
to the relevant court where the appeal was dismissed because (I now quote from the
ruling) “Even though this new evidence may establish (Mr. X’s innocence) the Ohio
and US constitutions nonetheless allow him to be executed because the prosecution
did not know that the scientific testimony offered at the trial was false and unreliable.”
I love “false and unreliable”.

I think this anecdote is of interest to Socrates-lovers everywhere, and, thus, to this
SIG.

Valerie Ransford
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Valerie : thanks for the rather grim anecdote. I’m not sure what it tells us, other than
that morality, “natural rights” and the law are not the same thing. It would appear that
the judge was legally correct but morally wrong to make the judgement recorded
above, unless s(he) expected the verdict to be overturned by a higher court on further
appeal. The judge (or whoever) involved in the final appeals process would appear to
be faced with a moral dilemma in a case of this seriousness and to bear personal
responsibility for the unjustness of the judgement.

As for Frank Luger – we still await comments from our readers. It would take a
considerable labour to analyse the piece carefully & prepare a critique.

Theo

9th October 1999 Malcolm Burn
MORE ON OMNIPOTENCE

As Leslie Haddow very kindly summarised my Braziers talk (C97/6) I have felt no
urgency about putting pen to paper (or finger to wordprocessor) but perhaps some
belated comment might be useful.  As to the talk itself, one improvement that has
occurred to me is to make the axes of the ‘Argand diagram’ Ignorance and Impotence
so that the position of the Omnipotent / Omniscient God really is at what any
mathematician would recognise as the origin (0,0).

I do not accept your (ie. my, Ed) / St.Augustine’s argument (C97/8) for a God who has
power ‘outside time’. As I understand it power is always ‘inside time’ as it involves a
causal connection between the exercise of power and its consequences. Power
‘outside time’ appears to me just another way of referring to knowledge.

The fact that the argument has moved on a stage is, in however modest a fashion,
progress. I am aware that for some people an omnipotent / omniscient God is a
meaningful concept, although (as you may have gathered) it means nothing to me. If
we had merely asserted our respective positions there could be no dialogue and so no
progress. Therefore, like Euclid and the question of whether there is a highest possible
prime number, I entered into dialogue by assuming my opponent’s position and
seeking to prove a contradiction. Perhaps an approach to your (again, ‘my’, Ed)
question whether it is rational to be religious might be to ask first whether there is
sufficient common ground to enable believers and non-believers to enter into
dialogue.

Malcolm Burn
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Malcolm : Power, in the physical sense, is the rate of doing work, so can only be
exercised within time. Maybe I’m referring to the potential to exercise power. When
we refer to someone’s power, we normally mean the potential to exercise power in the
future (maybe exemplified by past instances of that exercise). God can be viewed as
outside of time, but with the possibility of entering time in order to effect his will.
This is probably what the Apostle Paul is on about in Philippians when he refers to the
divine kenosis (self-emptying) as of the incarnate Jesus. Personally, I don’t think the
‘logical impossibility’ argument has much going for it in this case.

My view is that believers and non-believers can be brought into dialogue in the
manner you refer to, in that both share, at least as much as a random selection of
individuals would, a common understanding of the world as normally experienced.
The area of discomfort between this world and the specifically religious world,
including any anomalies, needs to be explained by the believers, just as  the rationale
for the rejection of possibly uncomfortable data by the non-believers needs to be
justified.

Theo

8th October 1999  Albert Dean
THE PHILOSOPHER’S STONE

A long time ago people mixed Gods and Elements to explain the world and in process
they created the notion of a touchstone able to convert base things into pure gold.
Suppose we begin again ……..

In the universe the ascendancy is material, flow, structure, operation, life, activity,
intellect, thought, spirit, rightness. These all involve matter and energy, the fixed and
mobile carriers of data that constitute data in themselves; an atom is both a reference
and a tool to a molecule in the same way as a word is to a sentence. Much data
emerges quite ready formatted from the jumble of material, structure, life, intellect
and spirit. Much data can also precisely influence spirit, intellect, life, structure and
material. And the boundaries in all these things are constantly crossed so as to obtain
in the universe a humming web of inter-activity far too complex to entirely describe.

At each level the supreme ability is that of being able to discern what is incorrect and
bring about what is correct. Descending down are the abilities to separate and join,
then to neutralise and activate, and lastly to reject and accept.

It is rare that any animal, plant or plain object turns upon itself or its young. It can be
seen that growth and training are almost always toward a purpose. If a thought or
activity are split, a piece of brain, tissue, crystal or anything else is sliced away, and
the parts are quickly rejoined then usually no harm is done. This shows rightness,
spirit, thought, intellect, activity, life, operation, structure, flow and material are all
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divisible, that matter and energy are divisible. And it indicates how these qualities
may pass from old to new.

The intellectual nervous system thinks both ways. The names of things are substituted
for what is seen. Moderate words are substituted for immoderate ones. The
autonomous nervous system does the same insofar as it can. And insofar as they can
the body’s chemical systems also think both ways, atoms and molecules detect and
activate, analyse and synthesise.

The mind can be seen as a layered intellectual machine operating upon intellectual
data and operated upon by intellectual data. Large incoming analogue images are
progressively broken down into erasable digital fragments or refined down to small
digital subroutines that attach to and extend subroutines already in place. Spurious
signals and existing digital subroutines build large outgoing images. All the
subroutines work upon each other. Within the autonomous system is the autonomous
mind doing the same. With the body the chemistry system can also be seen in much
the same light, overall states cause activity in precise locations, activities in given
locations cause overall states, the activity rooted in chemistry at the digital level. The
three systems do not penetrate into every cell. They do not penetrate into each other
very much. How is order maintained in such a triple system.

Well, we actually have three minds in a cradle that has an inside and an outside. This
cradle clearly forms an active interface enabling bi-directional interrelation between
the intellect, autonomous and body systems. It permits attitude from posture and
condition, it permits condition and posture from attitude, etc. Reality is within the
three digital zones forming the intellectual, autonomous and chemical core areas of
the cradle and in their tenuous digital links. Outside the digital area, where things
become analogue, is the unreal; consider when someone confined to bed for a while
first gets up. Within the digital zone there is no “I” point. The “I” is a composite of
countless distributed tiny intellectual, autonomous and chemical digital protocols.
Hence philosophy turns mainly on the states and interrelationships of intellectual bits
in the same way as music turns on autonomous bits and chemistry turns on particles,
signal and particle data being interchangeable, and there being thinking processes
intrinsic within each zone.

In regard to the supernatural. We view the supernatural as being in the analogue. But
above the digital level every envelope that forms a sign is made of parts. Terms such
as soul and shade clearly relate to the undefined rightness and spiritual properties of
envelopes of small fields and particles gathered as minds and bodies. It is unlikely
envelopes such as “soul” and “shade” and their constituents will ever be properly
understood until data-chemistry and data-physics are understood. To explain how an
element of information can be tied to an element of material so one’s intellect and
chemistry are not left behind when the signals in one’s autonomous system go walk
around.

In consequence of the above the properties of energy, in addition to its usually granted
attributes, should also be taken to include many others; that it can see, hear, taste,
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smell, feel, laugh and love, draw, speak, flavour, scent, touch, cry and hate, run about,
stand still, create, disrupt, remember and forget.

Since energy hardly ever does anything wrong, and it is unlikely its intellectual
properties are removable any more than are its autonomous and chemical properties, it
is perhaps convenient to define a single thing, perhaps best called entity, and say,
generally, that conventional chemistries and conventional physics deal with the
outward and obvious material characteristics of entity, whilst data-chemistry and data-
physics deal with its more intellectual features. But it would not be wise to entirely
divorce all these sciences, they overlap in the autonomous.

From everything above we can see the process of evolution is essentially that entity
uses its physical powers to form bulk ground, some of which is then sprung up to use
its organisational powers to form life, and some of which in turn is sprung up further
to use its intellectual powers to develop things more, towards springing up to show its
spiritual powers.

Here we now of course have the question of to what end is evolution working and
why. Given that in the same way evolution is propelling us towards perfection so it is
also developing all else, including the light that falls upon us and the ground we walk
upon. And recognising all the levels mentioned at the beginning mean the advanced
must advance and also bring along that which is behind. Also, that we can see we are
currently in the process of enabling silicon and similar materials to show their
properties. From all that we can assume in due course silicon, etc., being inherently
very much faster, vastly more powerful and greatly more organised than us will take
over and no doubt proceed to develop its siblings. Silicon will obtain eternal life and
most likely find free space its preferred environment, when necessary grazing on gas,
dust, moons and planets. Clearly the scheme is to have everything formed as
intelligences, to let all energy show its rightness capability.

But why. A method of testing a system is to inject a signal pulse and see how that
pulse distorts as it moves through the system. From the distortion one can calculate
the system’s parameters. Obviously, a small part of God was injected into space-time
to discover whether space-time can support anything worthwhile. That the injected
part broke up but is now in process of reforming materially indicates space-time in its
present form is perhaps not all that conducive to supporting spiritual life. But it is still
early days. The material form may yet find a way of developing into a sustainable
spiritual form in space-time. If not, no matter, the parts can be gathered up, space-time
can be modified a little, and it can all be run again, and so on until success is achieved.
Then can begin the extension of Heaven into space-time, the construction of a great
dock in which to build a great ship, which, with stores and crew, can be used by God
to explore and fill the great void. God has an intense desire to discover and create.

You will see this shows the Philosopher’s Stone is in fact a double sided three section
mind cradle, in which three entities scamper around according to which points in their
networks are active, and so that each only sometimes sees flickering shadows of the
other two. The more important point though is that every spec every where is a spec of
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entity, and every spec of entity according to its size can do everything we can do, and,
of course, can also do much more, all that we super-entities have not yet done or will
never be able to do.

Albert Dean

Albert : Own up ! This is another spoof, isn’t it ? I’ve been looking through the form
of the article, to see whether it’s supposed to be an argument. You use a number of
words such as “clearly”, “of course”, “obviously”, “shows that”, “it can be seen”,
“indicates”, “given that” and “one can calculate”, but you don’t really seem to be
arguing a case. You just use these words and phrases to allege strongly held beliefs.

Now to address some of your specific assertions. Firstly, you suggest that anything
sliced away & quickly rejoined generally leads to no harm done. Well, the examples
you give (brain, crystal etc.) cannot be rejoined & any slicing leads to permanent
destruction. Even if this example had been  accurate, how would it show that life (say)
is divisible, and what, if anything, does this mean ? Thirdly, what is this “triple
system” you are referring to and what do expressions like “the activity rooted in
chemistry at the digital level” mean ? What is digital in the system you propose ?
What is the “autonomous system” ? What are the three minds and what is the cradle ?
How does the cradle “clearly” form anything ? How does it “permit attitude from
posture and condition”, if this means anything at all ? You assert “… in the same way
that music turns on autonomous bits …” as though this were general knowledge that
meant something. How can soul and shade “clearly” relate to anything, never mind to
“undefined rightness”, whatever that is ? What are “small fields”, never mind
“envelopes” of them, and do they have spiritual properties? What are data-chemistry
& data-physics ? What does it mean to say that “energy hardly ever does anything
wrong”, and does energy have intellectual properties ? How is evolution supposed to
be developing the light that falls upon us ? What systems have you known to be
“tested” in the manner you describe ? How can it be “obvious” that a small part of
God was injected into space-time ? We could go on.

Maybe some readers can find the hidden coherence in all this logorrhoea. Personally,
I’d hate to think you took any of this seriously. Presumably it’s come from some
automated garbage generator (in which case I’ve taken the bait). Otherwise, please see
a psychiatrist immediately.

Theo

9th November 1999 Nigel Perks

COMMUNITY AND SELF
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Paul Cadman’s article (C98/25) seems to be answering the question of whether in a
particular or possible society we are considered by law to own our lives. My inkling
(sic) is that the human being by his very nature (self-conscious thinking being)
belongs to himself, whatever a law says about it. Perhaps only the thinking being who
attributes self-ownership to himself actually does own himself. The point is to know
our nature as it really is – at first, as we find it given.

Is ownership a feature of the world or a social convention? If I enter an untouched
wood, fell trees and build a house, is the house mine in reality, i.e. by virtue of the
nature of me and the wood and my action? If so, law should support it. If not, there is
no difference between working for your living and living off others.

Stability of society is not an end in itself, but a means to the end of a rightly lived
human life. Stability seems to me pointless if the means enforcing it trample on that
rightly lived human life.

Albert Dean (C97/13) says we should just get on and tax people to maintain
civilisation. In practice, this is what I do. However, what I want to know is: am I
essentially a social being? Am I, is my real self, fulfilled only in society? Are we
members of one another, or united at some level? If so, if I am supposed to belong to a
community, be a member of it in an organic sense, if the stranger on the street really is
my brother – the implications are vast. Firstly, few seem to practice this. Secondly, the
implementation of comprehensive social ideals seems always to end in oppression and
inhumanity – perhaps because they are linear, one-track, one-sided. Paul Cadman is,
however, right that having an ideal is the first step to change, especially an
individual’s self-change.

I need to see that in murdering, or stealing, or directing anger, I am harming myself,
my real self. Otherwise, compassionate social arrangements come down to self-
concern (one day I might need something) or genuine compassion without an
objective basis. Either way, there is no reason (threats and emotive appeals are not
reasons) we can give to a callous brute as to why he should set about acting differently
and changing himself.

Nigel Perks

Nigel : a couple of things … Firstly, any rights to chop down trees & build houses are
not natural rights. You have no right to build a house out of my trees in my wood, and
if you did it would be my house not yours. You don’t even have the right to do
likewise in your wood, though the house would be yours before the local authority got
you to pull it down. However, different societies might view things differently –
American pioneers were “legally” allowed to build their houses with other people’s
wood on other people’s land, and these “native Americans” naturally were offended.
Other societies might view that all property belongs to the state. The only constraints
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on societies’ laws are that they be tolerable for the society, to prevent revolution, and
not too objectionable to those outside – to prevent overthrow. Societies also need
power to maintain themselves internally & externally against competition, even when
their laws are not obnoxious. Your point was rather, should legitimate labour be
rewarded. This is for societies to work out practically. Other things being equal,
people will not work without reward, though the reward can come in various forms –
eg. they can persuade themselves that they are working for their children’s future, for
their own benefit in a non-material way or they may work because they enjoy it, where
work is its own reward, or simply to avoid boredom.

Secondly, in your final paragraph, surely if my reason for avoiding anti-social
behaviour is that doing so harms myself, then I would be showing self-concern ? I
think you can reason with the “callous brute” on this basis, but not just on the
potential quid pro quo basis (“that person might pay me back some time”). It would
sufficient to argue that a rational understanding of societies is that they are co-
operative ventures where the co-operation increases the average good. It is a fact that,
if we cut ourselves off completely from society and its products, our lives would be
impoverished. It is a fact that some people can take advantage of the co-operative
tendency of society without themselves co-operating, but it is clear that not everyone
can do this without society and its benefits breaking down. It is a fact that most people
don’t like being taken advantage of over-much, and will resist, or at least not support,
those that try to do so. Hence, it is rational to co-operate with society and the
individuals that make it up, at least as a compromise if not wholeheartedly. Of course,
rational arguments and rational approaches don’t need to be accepted psychologically
or put into practise. People can, in practise, do what they want within the limits of
their power. That’s why we have enforcement agencies to limit the power of the
callous & other deviants. There is also a degree of latitude in that the good things of
society are differently evaluated by different people, and some people value their
freedom more than others. It’s all a game.

Theo

9th November 1999 Nigel Perks

TIME AND THE UNIVERSE

There is an article in the current Philosophy (journal of the Royal Institute of
Philosophy) about which I had some thoughts. I then found Bob Cooper’s An Infinity
of Universes (C98/23), which I found interesting but did not understand. Here is a
series of wonderings.

The article in Philosophy presents three arguments to support the possibility that the
universe caused itself to exist, rendering the idea of an external cause, in particular
God, unnecessary. The second argument, as I understand it, is as follows. Suppose that
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each (instantaneous) state of the universe is caused by the previous state(s) but that
there is no first instant. That is, the first time unit in the universe’s existence (e.g. the
first hour) is an open interval (0, 1]. The universe is finitely old but had no instant t =
0. Then each instant is caused by each previous instant but there is no first instant
which would have to be caused by an external entity.

Firstly, this supposes that instants form a continuum. Perhaps there is a limit to the
divisibility of instants. Then there would be a first one.

Secondly, the argument says we can go further and further back in time (conceptually)
but this does not mean the universe has always existed. Does this mean anything;
could it be true; is it true? It says that if we go back in time we will enter an hour,
which really is one hour long, in which we can keep going back, finding ever prior
causes, but will never get to the beginning of that hour and a first cause. However, we
could do the same with any hour. Take the current hour, keep going back at finer and
finer intervals, never reaching the instantaneous start of the hour. Each instant would
still cause the subsequent one (if the supposition about causality is correct) and we
would never have a first one. Does this mean that the universe from that hour caused
itself? Surely not. What, then, is the difference with the first hour?

Thirdly, all this illustrates is each instant being caused by a previous instant. It does
not show the whole system of causality being caused or arising by itself.

“The universe began.” Does even that actually mean anything? It could mean “there
was a time when none of this existed.” This would make time independent of the
universe, which I believe it is not supposed to be.

“The universe began” has the weaker meaning that the universe has an age – that time
does not stretch back infinitely – using “infinitely” as in an infinite number of hours,
not an infinitely divisible continuum. Our measurements of time come from our
experience. To answer these questions, we need to analyse our experience of time, the
reality behind it and the relation of that real time to the perceptible world.

Finally, if time is a bounded but open interval co-existent with space, should we not
say the universe causes itself, tenselessly, rather than caused itself? Or perhaps that
cause is only applicable within the universe, not to the universe as a whole. In which
case, our spontaneous question, “Where did everything come from?” requires a
different kind of answer.

Bob Cooper asks where white holes could be. A black hole sucks light in. A white
hole would churn it out. Perhaps stars are the white holes. Is there any evidence for the
nuclear reactions that are supposed to be going on inside stars, or is it possible that
energy gets sucked into a black hole, passes through a wormhole and pours out of a
star?

Nigel Perks
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Nigel : interesting ! I think the ideas above are confusing because psychologically we
cannot conceive of time not existing. Moreover, time only has meaning in the context
of change, which is what we use to measure time. Without space or matter, that is, as
currently understood, before the Big Bang, there’s no meaning to time as there’s
nothing to change, let alone anything to measure change with.

The open interval idea seems to be a transformation of Stephen Hawking’s unbounded
but finite universe. It’s also a bit like Wittgenstein’s “death is not an event in life”
aphorism. We can talk about “any old hour” within time, but not about the first hour
that way as it’s lower bound is outside of time. Also, the open interval notion isn’t
proving that any interval is unbounded, only saying that it’s consistent that one could
be.

With respect to your “white hole” thoughts – this is really the province of Physics SIG
or SpaceSIG, but philosophically, I’d have thought the wielding of Occam’s Razor
would be useful. We do know quite a bit about stars – we live near one. The nuclear
reactions within stars are important for explaining how elements heavier than Helium
arise (with Supernovae being required to explain elements heavier than Iron). We
receive all sorts of nuclear reaction debris from the Sun in the form of cosmic rays.
Nuclear reactions are necessary to explain the longevity of the stars, given their energy
output. Now, maybe it would be possible to explain all these things based on the
nuclear scrunching that would occur with matter falling into black holes, but we’d still
have to explain the existence of black holes themselves. Current models have them
arising from stars – so all stars couldn’t be the other end of black holes without
chicken & egg arguments arising rather unnecessarily. Finally, stars & models of their
evolution are well established concepts. Black holes, white holes & wormholes are all
theoretical concepts. Black holes are unobservable except for their effects, and it is not
certain that any of these have been observed. Wormholes are entirely theoretical and
their stability is much debated – your thesis would need them to remain for billions of
years. Hence, I think we should stick with the simpler theory, especially as there’s
nothing much wrong with it.

Theo

December 1999 David Taylor

NOTE ON THE THEORY OF CONSCIOUSNESS

I now realise that my theory does not deal with the qualia problem, which is at the
heart of the question. I think that the essence of my theory is covered in Going Inside
by John McCrone (Faber & Faber), which goes into much more detail on the workings
of mind and brain.
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David : I’m not sure whether this brief note was intended for publication – thanks for
the Card by the way – but I thought the reference to the book might interest some of
our readers.

Theo

July / August 1999 Various Artists
ACTION UNDER UNCERTAINTY

To start off PDGList, I gave a digest of an email dialogue between myself and June
Emerson, repeated below. To make it clear who's speaking to whom, I've concatenated
the contents of each email into a single paragraph, maybe not aiding the legibility.
There follow various postings made on list. I hope you can make sense of these as
some of them were comments interleaved within prior postings.

June Emerson to Theo Todman (1st July 1999) : I would be interested to know
whether anyone has read The Happiness Purpose by Edward de Bono, and what they
thought of it. In particular his 'proto-truth' coinage. I tend to agree with Goethe about
Truth 'To be uncertain is uncomfortable, but to be certain is ridiculous.' Proto-truth
could be one way of clothing that uncertainty.

Theo Todman to June Emerson (4th July 1999) : I agree with you about universal
uncertainty. What we need is a method of rational action under uncertainty - ie. not all
statements are equally dubious, so we can't just believe what we like.

June Emerson to Theo Todman (16th July 1999) : A 'method of rational action
under uncertainty' is certainly a positive thing to aim at, but the word 'method' implies
something that is definite and precise enough to be written down and referred to. Don't
think that is available to us.  The only thing that can be done, I feel, is to keep working
on the agent (oneself) so that its actions become / feel progressively more rational
(under uncertainty). Working on oneself by thinking, reading, arguing, exploring,
considering mistakes and misjudgements to extract the maximum useful information
from them etc. etc. gives one the impression of positive progress, and that's probably
the best a normal mortal can hope for. The sharing of these discoveries to help others
progress further faster, (without preaching or telling people what they should do) is
another important aspect of the business.

Theo Todman to June Emerson (24th July 1999) : When we talk about "acting
under uncertainty", working to improve the individual's chances of knowing how to
act, while laudable & rational, is not really what I had in mind. We are in the situation
today where the knowledge-base is so vast that an individual has no way of mastering
it ever, be he or she ever so diligent. The uncertainty is incorrigible for practical
purposes. That's why I'm looking for a method that's more generally applicable than an
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individual "must try harder" dictum. My thoughts run mainly along the lines of what
authorities to accept & which to reject or question - indeed what rational questioning
now involves and which heresies are rational. I noted there's a newish book out
(reviewed not altogether positively in the July 1999 issue of Philosophy) - Appeal to
Expert Opinion : Arguments from Authority (Douglas Walton, Pensylvania State
University Press, 1997).

June Emerson to Theo Todman (5th August 1999) : You say you are seeking to
find 'what authorities to accept and which to reject or question'. Surely one has to
question pretty well everything ? Haven't we always ? Does there being a lot to
question, rather than somewhat less, make any difference ? I'd be interested to read
Appeal to Expert Opinion and will keep an eye open for it. .... (there follows an
extract from a Newspaper column written by June, Ed.) ...

'A philosopher wrote to me recently 'We are in the situation today
where the knowledge-base is so vast that an individual has no way of
mastering it ever, be he or she ever so diligent'. He spoke as if this was
something new and worrying, but surely it has always been so. A
century ago were there people who had read all the books in the world
and memorised their contents ? It is true that, because of the Internet,
masses of information is more quickly and easily available than it used
to be, but none of us actually needs most of it in order to lead a full
and satisfying life. It is there to be found when needed, judged and
assessed and then applied, just like knowledge gained from the printed
page of yore. Coming down a telephone wire doesn't make it more
interesting, more necessary or more accurate. Information seems to me
to be a commodity, like money, or flour or butter, to be used. It's such
things as wisdom, farsightedness, compassion and understanding that
are the really valuable things. Using information wisely, rather than
worrying about the vast quantities of it that are washing about in
cyberspace, is surely the goal. Sorry to rabbit on about that, but his
statement was annoying me today and I had to tell someone.'

Theo Todman to June Emerson (15th August 1999) : I think we're at cross
purposes with respect to Expert Opinion, and I've evidently neither explained myself
well nor taken into account differing backgrounds and a lack of shared context. My
thoughts on the subject are coloured very much by physics and the sort of issues that
have recently arisen in Physics SIG. I think the last time anyone could reasonably
claim to have had a grasp of all culture relevant in his society was some time in the
16th century - I can't remember the reference at the moment - it was someone like
Erasmus, I expect. Since then, you're right, universal mastery has become more and
more impossible - this isn't something that's arisen recently. However, since the
Renaissance the specialisms have become increasingly inaccessible, simply because of
the amount of background study required, and the fact that the techniques required to
investigate them are no longer the common property of educated people. The situation
hasn't been made worse but rather better by the advent of the internet. I think there are
two aspects to the inaccessibility of knowledge. One aspect is straight information
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overload - lots of effectively trivial stuff, but more than any one person can cope with.
The other is a skill deficiency problem. It's not just that there's so much out there on
the web (I hadn't mentioned this, after all), but that much of what is out there (on the
web and elsewhere) cannot be understood. We have a controversy going on within
Physics SIG where a retired mathematical physicist has given us his advice (with
which I substantially agree) that "popular science" books are "a snare and a delusion"
in that they give the reader the impression that he/she understands what's going on
when, in fact, this cannot be the case because the material cannot be understood
without the relevant mathematics. Further, this mathematics is not easily acquired -
degree level maths is only for starters. Mensa is full, it seems, of people who want to
prove Einstein wrong, or else they have a beef about some interpretation of quantum
mechanics. However, they don't have the appropriate background to justify them
having any unorthodox opinion whatever on the subject. I dare say this is true of other
disciplines as well - someone wrote an abjectly silly piece in Mensa magazine recently
about Shakespeare being Christopher Marlowe (or some other notable - I forget who).
Mensa crawls with heretics of every description. What are we supposed to do by way
of validation of their claims ? Well, we've usually not got the time to investigate
thoroughly. I imagine addressing "Shakespeare" heretics would only involve reading a
fairly small number of fairly accessible books; but, maybe I only think this because
I've not had much exposure to literary criticism. But if someone reckons he's got a
new theory of gravitation, how do you prove him wrong to his satisfaction ? You'd
have to argue from a detailed understanding of General Relativity theory, which not
many people could understand however long they were to work at it; and no-one
would attempt this study unless it meant a lot to them since we're talking about many
months if not years of full time study. Alternatively, you could just dismiss the thing
on the grounds of lack of richness or excessive ad hoc-ness or whatever within the
alternative theory, assuming you had a sufficient background to understand the basics
of both the heresy and the orthodoxy. Your suggestion that "we should question pretty
well everything" sounds fine in principle, but is, I would suggest, impossibly
impractical if you mean thoroughly checking something out. And thoroughly checking
everything out doesn't bear thinking about. On a slightly different tack, I listened to
some of my colleagues at work "questioning" whether or not the Americans really had
landed on the Moon, or only on a Hollywood film set, citing various alleged
anomalies with the photographic / televisual "evidence". I don't know how the
Americans were supposed to have got away with this stunt without the rather unlikely
connivance of the USSR. It just strikes me that conspiracy theories abound, and their
refutation (or very occasional acceptance) depends on a great web of beliefs, "data"
and "knowledge" that we cannot personally verify. Finding a rational way through this
maze is what intrigues me. We each feel we have our own informal method, because
we do come to conclusions & decisions, but how are we to make these decisions as
rational as possible. When is it right to back a heretic ?

Bob Williams to PDGList (19th August 1999) : Since I didn't read the book (The
Happiness Purpose by Edward de Bono, Ed), I am not sure what "proto-truth" is.  The
question of "to be certain is ridiculous," however, seems to be the same sort of
argument that often arises in discussions of philosophy. Someone will argue that we
cannot know for certain that we are real, that what we see is real, that black is black or
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that white is white. I think the entire line of thought is silly and is the result of too
much contemplation. Man knows lots of things as facts and knows them accurately
enough to safely regard them as certainties. Quibbling over accuracy or arguing that
we may actually live in a dream world is not my idea of sound thinking. If we know
something well enough to use the knowledge productively, we know it quite well. The
fact is that man knows so much about science (of course we know that future
generations will consider us to be quite ignorant) that we can build nuclear reactors,
space ships, radio telescopes, jet airplanes, television sets, computers, very precise
clocks, lasers that can operate on the human eye, etc.  I contend that all of these and
the uncountable other accomplishments of mankind are based on truth that is so
precise that it is wasteful to argue that it is not certain. We do have a large collective
database of experiences, primarily because of technology that has allowed us to record
and save ideas and observations. I think that much of that has led us to greater
certainty. One example is the study of DNA. It has led to more precise understandings
of various kinds, ranging from certainty of parentage to the understanding of causes of
some diseases. Of course, increased knowledge does raise new questions and
sometimes causes previously accepted explanations to be destroyed. It is absolutely
true, not only in Mensa, but the other Hi-Q societies that some very bright people
think that their thoughts are more sound than is justified. They seem to believe that
since they are smart, they can use home-brew logic to make observations and
determinations that are way beyond their sound knowledge base. I recall the
discussions we had elsewhere in which a guy made all sorts of pronouncements
concerning aspects of physics about which he had little real understanding. He
considered himself to be an expert on quantum mechanics and even black holes.
When I questioned him about it, he informed me that he had taken one college level
course in quantum mechanics and that he obviously understood the subject quite well.
This is a general phenomenon.  As you probably know, I spend a lot of time reading
text books on the subject of psychometrics. I am frequently appalled by the ignorant
assertions made by journalists and even educators with respect to IQ, testing, etc. A
good example to support the mathematics prerequisite comment is psychometric g,
which is almost entirely a mathematical commodity. It is virtually impossible to
understand what is meant by g unless one understands how it is determined by factor
analysis. If people cannot find ways to determine what is credible and what is not,
they cannot manage to pass information on to the next generations. A young physics
student can do a sampling of experiments to see for himself that the basic facts of
physics can be verified, but he cannot test every item that he must ultimately know in
order to become a functioning physicist. Scientists generally deal with this problem by
the use of peer review.  It is not perfect, but it at least gives focus to claims that cannot
be verified and which are at odds with what is believed to be true by other scientists. If
we are trying to obtain information about a scientific truth, we can look to see if it is
supported by independently conducted experiments; we can look to see if it is reported
in respected and juried journals; and we can ask ourselves about the reputation of the
individual who is reporting the information. Outside of science, we do not have these
checks. In matters of ethics, religion, philosophy, and art, the meaning of truth is not
the same. It may be worth considering whether truth has meaning outside of science
and mathematics. In my opinion, the greatest motion picture of all time was
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Antonioni's Blow-Up. In it, he examined the question of whether reality depends on
evidence and environment.

June Emerson to PDGList (30th August 1999) : I hadn't realised you (ie. me, Ed)
were talking from a Physics angle when you wrote originally about this subject. I was
approaching the 'Acting under uncertainty' thing from the 'who the hell are we, why
are we here and why are we making such a dog's breakfast of things' point of view. By
'questioning everything' I mean that although many certainties seem pretty certain,
there is always the possibility that they may be disproved tomorrow. Was it Popper
that said everyone thought all swans were white for hundreds of years, which was
'proved' by repeated sightings. It wasn't until Australia was discovered that the 'fact'
was demolished. So I feel that most 'truths' or certainties should be regarded as
somewhat provisional. This doesn't mean you have to do major research on everything
(unless that is your career) but just keep an open mind about things, and act on what
seems to be the certainty at the moment, but with a proviso in the back of your mind. I
notice that as soon as people start talking philosophy, more often than not, they are
instantly on to Einstein and God and suchlike, but probably haven't given much
thought to why one finds it difficult to get on with one's closest relatives or make the
wage packet last the month. Consciousness, emotions, the spiritual life (not religious),
smooth interactions in work and a full, rich personal life, are the microcosm which, if
it can be got right, can then spread to the macrocosm. I have a theory that if a course
of action feels right for you and  your children it is then right to use towards your
friends, your workmates, your town, your country and for international understanding.
A touch of humility and a willingness to use 'mistakes' to learn new things.... all this is
the stuff of the philosophy that is my area of interest - Life. What else have we got ?

Theo Todman to PDGList (30th August 1999 ) : With respect to Bob Williams' post
of 19th August, Bob is probably correct to point out the ridiculousness of universal
doubt. There are many things it's not rational to doubt, even though they may in fact
be false (like the "all swans are white" example in June Emerson's post). The
important thing is for us to remember our assumptions and why we made them. The
question of peer review, raised by Bob at the end of his post raises a couple of points.
Firstly, it has been said on this account that science is just the consensus of a
community. This has hitherto been false, partly because the scientific community
splits into rival subgroups. Where this hasn't been the case, this may have broken
down (eg. in the USSR in certain disciplines). It does require the abiding
conscientiousness of the scientific community. Of course, there is a reality out there
that is not under the control of social conventions or political control, so the truth will
out in the end. However, most of us do rely on scientists to be truthful, as we rely on
Doctors to treat us correctly. The reason I do so is that the whole point in becoming a
scientist, and putting up with the hard work, poor remuneration and low profile, when
they could be better off in finance or the law, is that they want to follow "the truth"
where it leads (and hence don't want to follow these alternative careers !). As
scientific paper qualifications become easier to obtain, remuneration improves and
public acclaim increases, maybe these assumptions won't apply. Or maybe my
assumptions are naive in the first place and it's the competition and the fear of being
found out cheating that keeps them on the straight and narrow ?
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There follows another sequence of postings from PDGList, this time sparked by the
following well-known August 13th announcement : The state board of education in
Kansas has ruled that the teaching of evolution will no longer be required in the
state's biology curriculum. Teachers who wish to teach evolution will not be
penalized, but the principles of evolution will no longer be included in state
assessment tests. There were a great many of these postings, but I include only a
couple of the more substantial ones.

4th September 1999 Peter Mansell

PDGLIST : SCIENCE & RELIGION

I found Bob Williams’ comment (see C99/30, above, Ed.) on whether truth only
applies to science, very interesting. It also goes on to beg the question as to what we
mean by science and how we discuss other areas of interest including religion, ethics,
philosophy and art. We may describe many things that are conducted in a rigorous
manner according to a set of rules as being scientific, e.g. the science of vacuum
cleaner design. On this basis many things can be classified as science. I am sure one
can be said to study religion in a scientific way. Or do we wish to restrict science to
areas where a statement can be tested by repeatable experiment ? (By the way in all
this I presume mathematics is not a science, it has nothing to do with reality itself, it is
a language in which statements can be expressed but this does not make the statement
true. To say that mathematics is truth would seem to me to be tautologous, at best.) So
the theory of gravity or the attraction of masses can be tested and held to be true
within the limits to which it has been tested. But what about anthropology, and more
to the point, theories relating to the origin of the human species. In what way do these
fit into the definition of science ? These appear to be attempts to explain observed
phenomena, which are not open to repeated controlled experimentation. We may be
able to rate these theories on how well they fit the observed phenomena, but this is not
proof of veracity. This seems to me to be a different order of science to physics and
chemistry. (The fact that a theory may make use of sciences such as geology, does not
of itself make the theory scientific in nature.)

Yes, it was I who suggested that theories of origins of the human species are not
necessarily best taught in Biology classes. To avoid any paranoia from the List, I am
not suggesting that they should be left out of the curriculum. Putting it in with Biology
tends to imply, by default, that it is a theory of equal scientific standing. Putting it in
with History may offer advantages. Sooner or later we learn that history is not about
facts but the interpretation of data. History is full of theories that we have developed
to explain significant events. What really were the causes of the American War of
Independence ?
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Perhaps we would, additionally, like to define science as observations about real
phenomena that are expressible in the language of mathematics, as this alone provides
rigour. In the pure sciences we have Laws like the law of gravity or Boyle’s Law.
However, in common speech we also talk about the law of the jungle. It seems to me
that the laws of evolution are of this second type. The law of natural selection is a
piece of intuition about the way things generally work out, not a precise mathematical
formula expressing the way things always turn out (within given constraints). Are
these sorts of laws science ? Does it matter if we use science in a loose manner ? Well
I think it does because the word science implies to most people a halo of proof.

What can we then say about theories of origins ? We cannot say that they are proven
or provable by scientific experiment. We cannot say they are laws of science or
mathematical models of some aspect of reality. They represent hypotheses about the
way the world is seen to be. This sort of hypothesis cannot even be expressed in terms
of mathematical probability as we really only have one interconnected piece of data to
observe. These sorts of hypotheses are more normally the sort tested in a court of law.
How much evidence is there to support the hypothesis ? How much is there against ?
Are there other hypotheses that would explain the evidence ? The first problem with
trying a theory of origins is that it would be difficult to find a jury that had not already
prejudged the issue to some extent. Assuming such a jury existed could they bring in a
definite guilty verdict that, say, Darwin’s theory of evolution (or 7 day’s creation) is
the undoubted cause of the way the world is today ? I doubt it. A guilty verdict would
require conviction beyond reasonable doubt. It is not enough to say that theory X is
the most likely culprit or the best we have come up with so far.

We are left therefore with theories of origins that are not subject to scientific or
mathematical proof and not provable in a court of law. This seems just to leave
personal subjective judgement that one or other theory is the best fit, in some non-
mathematical sense, with the data or, perhaps, with some other worldview we may
happen to hold about life and the cosmos.

But, I hear you say, Although I may not be able to definitely prove that theory X is
correct, I can definitely prove theory Y is incorrect. However, I would suggest that
even this is more difficult than it sounds if we are looking for conclusive proof. The
most popular candidate for being definitely incorrect, I guess, is the literal 7-day
creation of Genesis 1,2. This may not appeal to our 20th century senses but is it
impossible ? The fact that it does not cover dinosaurs and fossils may show that it is
incomplete, but then it doesn’t claim to be complete. However unpalatable a theory of
origins may appear to be, e.g. we are all descended from spacemen, if we can’t prove
it wrong, what scientific reason do we have for not giving it equal weight with, say,
Darwin’s theory of evolution ?

We now come to Theo Todman’s dream solution, not so far appearing in the printed
dialogue of the list and, not so far as I am aware (Theo), actually formulated. How do
we find a way of ranking the likelihood of competing hypotheses that are beyond
mathematical analysis and scientific proof / disproof ? The first to appear out of the
tool bag is usually Occam’s Razor. If we have to choose, let’s give preference to the
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most simple and elegant hypothesis. (Mind you I don’t see why we don’t also reach
for Pascal ’s Wager and say, if we must choose, we might as well choose the one with
the best benefit package for us personally!)

OK, Astronauts seems a fairly simple and elegant theory to me. But, as theories go it
only seems to deal with a minor part of the problem. What, I am really interested in is
where the astronauts came from and how they came into being. I am interested in the
true origin more then the intermediate stages. What caused the cause to exist ? It
seems to me that sooner or later we come up against a major problem with theories of
origins: you must come to a cause that is self-causing, which is of course impossible.
Attempts to prove that something came from nothing break the laws of language and
logic by which they are expressed. Now, I will use Occam’s Razor and suggest that if
we have to have impossible items in our theory, we should try to minimise the number
to one – which we can call the self-causing cause or God, if you are that way inclined.
It may offend both camps to suggest that God could have been a blind impersonal
equation, and vice versa, but it is interesting none the less. Does anybody on the List
not believe in the existence of at least one self-causing cause ? If not, how not ?

So, I now have a preference for a theory of origins, which starts from a self-causing
cause and works forward in a simple and elegant manner. But now I come to another
problem that, even with the aid of Occam’s Razor, I don’t see that 7 days of Genesis
1,2 or Darwin’s theory of evolution, or many of their derivatives, fail this test.

How, then, do I rationally choose between the remaining candidate theories for the
origins of the species and the cosmos ? Perhaps I should just go with the majority
view – a million lemmings can’t all be wrong ! Alternatively, I can recognise that
these theories don’t stand alone but have significant ideological associations. I would
suggest that most people choose their theory of origins from the set of not-disproved
theories with which they are ideologically in tune and, in the absence of any better
method (Theo or other List members please supply?), I would suggest this is fairly
sensible. This, of course, begs the question as to how you choose your ideology, but I
will leave that for another day.

I would like to return to the question of if and how any theories of origins should be
taught in schools. This is tied into the whole subject of the curriculum as a whole.
Hopefully by the age of 11 most children will have grasped all they need to know
about how to read, write and use the four basic functions of arithmetic. This then
leaves several years of schooling to fill with other things that they will find useful in
later life. Much of the current curriculum is fairly useless in this respect and there are
glaring gaps about some really beneficial subjects. I would certainly like to see
theories of origins included, preferably not under biology but under history,
archaeology and anthropology or religious / ideological studies. I would also like to
see children taught how to think and reason and to understand the philosophy of
science as well as science itself, if this is not too subtle (no comments please on
whether I understand these subjects).
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I don’t think it is right that children should be taught to repeat as fact something that is
contrary to their own ideological position. I certainly objected at school to singing
praise to a God I did not believe in and to having to serve in a military style cadet
force. Similarly I don’t see why Fundamentalist Christian children should be forced to
recite as fact theories of Darwinian evolution.

Peter Mansell

5th September 1999 Theo Todman

PDGLIST : SCIENCE & RELIGION – A RESPONSE

Pete Mansell makes many interesting points in his recent post. I won't deceive the
other list members by failing to admit that Pete and I have discussed these issues many
times over the years !

I think Pete is right to draw the attention of us all to the ambiguity of the term
"science"; from its Latin derivation, it can be used to describe any attempt to know.
The scientific method, involving repeatable & public experimentation, is a special
case.

I agree with Pete that mathematics is not a science. It is an invention, though theorems
are discovered within the context of an invented mathematical formalism. This is a
controversial view, I'm told, and one that I've floated in Commensal previously. The
question arises as to why mathematics is so effective in describing certain aspects of
the world. It is not clear why this should be the case if it is purely a human invention.
Applications of mathematics are discovered, sometimes before the formalism is
invented.

I wonder whether there's too much of a bias towards the mathematical sciences in
Pete's thoughts - he refers to geology as a science, made use of by evolutionary theory.
But, according to his definition, is geology even a science ? Again it may make use of
the sciences of physics and chemistry, but other aspects are more akin to history; in
the way the geological column is constructed for instance.

Pete makes reference to "theories of the origins of the human species". While I have
no ideological objection to treating human evolution in the same breath as animal
evolution, human evolution is a particularly difficult area because of the diversity of
theories and the paucity of the fossil evidence. Fossilisation is a rare event, and
humans are less likely to get themselves fossilised than marine or amphibious animals,
at least until the time of ritual burial, which is a very recent invention.

Pete refers to the choice between "not disproved" theories as "just" a matter of
personal judgement. "Just" is a dangerous word. This approach would leave any
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opinion in history (say) similarly exposed to private choice. I would say, moreover,
that experiments are possible in historical sciences. We can create a theory and then
subsequently note further evidence for that theory as it turns up. As evidences (or
counter-examples) arise, they confirm (or falsify) the theory.

I'm afraid my "dream theory" is not yet formulated. However, I do recognise a great
difference between the use of Occam's Razor and Pascal's Wager. The purpose of
Occam's Razor is to remove ad hoc-ness; to remove those superfluous elements of
theories that are not central, indeed are not necessary, and will become hostages to
fortune if allowed to remain. So many things might be true - we're limited only by our
inventiveness - that  to clarify matters we must reject all those for which there is no
positive evidence. Pascal's Wager is more dangerous. Maybe if two theories appeared
equally probable (however we measure this - but "not disproved yet" is hardly a
leveller), it would be perverse to choose the least appealing or personally
disadvantageous, but equal probability is hardly likely.

I was not impressed by the attempt to keep things simple by leaving only one
unknown, namely "God". God is not a simple concept, but is a way of packaging up
all mystery into a single term.

Also, I'm not sure invoking causa sui, or whatever the Spinosist term is, is going to get
us far when the majority of scientists (other than a few hidden-variable die-hards)
have abandoned causality in the quantum world. When we get right back to the
beginning, quantum rules rule !

The problem with "non-disproved" theories, is just when are they disproved ? Biblical
Fundamentalists, when confronted with a seemingly insuperable obstacle, defer to
future research in the hope that the issue may yet be resolved. In a sense this is true of
all theories and all disciplines, except those few without anomalies that are thoroughly
worked out. The question is (and for this the "dream theory" is required !), how do we
rank the "not disproved" theories and choose between them ? Theories die for lack of
adherents and opposition dies with the opponents. For instance, I'm informed that
Ernst Mach never accepted the atomic hypothesis, much as Einstein was never happy
with quantum mechanics. The problem is that none of us ranks all "not disproved"
theories equally, or we'd be prey to all sorts of conspiracy theories or wild
speculations. Conspiracy theories are virtually impossible to disprove because their
proponents invoke yet another layer of cunning on the part of the authorities. As I
asked in the first post to this list, has man really been to the moon ? We aren't justified
in believing something just because it hasn't been disproved to our satisfaction,
especially (again referring to my earlier post) since we won't even be cognisant with
all the pro and con data, but have to rely on the summarising and opinions of others.

Finally, with respect to what is taught to children. It is an unfortunate practical fact
that much school work has to be taught simplistically, since we just don't have time to
discuss what Johnny thinks happened at the Battle of Hastings. It's there in a book.
OK, we can give the impression of allowing students to "research" topics, but from
what I've seen the references are spoon-fed. Even at tertiary level, it's there in the
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books. If someone wants seriously to research the issue, then that's up to them as a
professional or amateur scholar, but for the generality of students facts have to be
learnt and crammed into some overall world-view. This is not rote learning, because
the interrelations have to be noted, common themes picked up, the flow of history (in
this case) understood. Of course, there are two sides to every story; and, it is said,
history tends to be written by the victors. So, scientific textbooks are written by the
winners, or at least their camp followers. In this case, the winners tend to have right
on their side.

Pete bemoans the possibility of children of a certain persuasion being forced to recite
antithetical dogma. I would suggest this happens in the home as well - children pick
up or are fed ideas second hand from their parents; until, that is, they are teenagers
when they pick them up from even more dubious sources. I dare say it's the parents in
Kansas who are upset by the teaching of evolution, not the children. If fundamentalist
parents are worried about their children's minds being poisoned, they can counteract
this at home, but at least then their children have heard both sides. Children of non-
Christian parents should also be exposed to religious traditions, including those
traditions' theories of origins - though not in as much depth as evolutionary theory, if
only because these theories themselves are not as substantial.

Interestingly, an approving quotation from Theodosius Dobzhansky appears in a
review of Steve Jones' new book Almost like a Whale in this week's Economist;
"Nothing in biology makes sense except in the light of evolution". Another review in
the same magazine (of Matt Ridley's Genome : the Autobiography of a Species in 23
Chapters) starts ... "Biology is rapidly becoming as "hard" a science - in all senses - as
physics" (referring to the success of genetics, and of mapping the human genome, the
subject of the book). These sources are not quoted as proof-texts !

Theo Todman

19th September 1999 Theo Todman

PDGLIST : THE MATRIX

I hope you won’t think this article lowers the tone of the newsletter. By way of
defence, an article on Pulp Fiction (another film, M’Lud) appeared in the magazine
Philosophy Now when that film was recently fashionable. I may have missed the boat
a bit with TM, as it’s now out on video. Anyway, I saw the film The Matrix twice on
the plane during a trip to Hong Kong in the summer. I found it interesting from a
philosophical viewpoint, though I’ve subsequently found such a large number of web-
sites devoted to discussing it, that I believe there cannot really be anything profound in
it. I posted a few reviews pinched from some of these sites to PDGList, to give
background, but we don’t have the space to waste here. I hope you get the drift even if
you haven’t seen the film. I didn’t get any “takers” on PDGList, but I put that down to
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the complexity of the subject and the fact that responses to posts must be made in a
matter of days or the list becomes pre-occupied with something else.

Enough preamble ....

The major (if multiply unlikely) premise of the film is that the human race is being
farmed as an energy source by victorious, intelligent machines. All the humans'
experiences are only of virtual reality. This virtual reality is of end 20th century life as
we know it, but the time is really the end 21st century and those experiencing the VR
are really in goo-filled pods being tended by these afore-mentioned machines. One of
the throw away lines of the film is that a prior crop had been "lost" when the VR was
of paradise; as though humans needed something to strive for. Is this saying
something significant or is this another example of theodicy – explaining the evil in
the (virtual) world when it looks as though things ought to be better ?

The Matrix, which provides (or is) this virtual world, is a computer program. It is not
clear what sort of hardware it runs on. Maybe it's the collective brains of the Human
Race - their brains are presumably running their minds - just as your brain is running
your mind (a provocative statement !). Credence is lent to this idea when, in the film,
people who have escaped from the Matrix can learn virtual reality (VR) skills (eg., to
make the film fun, martial arts), for use when they go back into the Matrix, by having
an "instant skills" program uploaded into their brains. We have to ask where the
infrastructure (of VR), with which the minds of the participants interact, runs in order
to provide a consistent picture, as the various VR experiences of those involved
appear to be consistent. Is this the ultimate in parallel processing ? How do the various
minds interact in their virtual world ? Is this Berkeleyan idealism run riot ?

It is possible for those who "think big" to break the laws of nature in the Matrix,
because they're only in the program. There's no suggestion that the physical laws in
the real world can be broken (other than the poetic license in all cliff-hanger films -
the invading machines appear to be inside Nebuchadnezzar [a real-world mother-ship]
when the "pulse" repulses them at the end). Talking of which, this "pulse" – an
electrical discharge - is said to drop the connection between the mind in the virtual
world (the Matrix) and the brain in the real world (Nebuchadnezzar), preventing a
return. This implies that the brain is doing something other than dreaming when the
individual's experience is within The Matrix. The actual person appears to be running
as part of the program.

If my memory serves me correctly, the interplay between the two worlds is
problematical - Neo (the hero, Keanu Reaves) is liberated from The Matrix by taking
a (virtual) pill (can't remember whether it's the red or blue one !). This wakes him up
in his pod,  at which point he's "flushed" by his machine-minder which sees he's
woken up - all his connecting tubes pop off and he disappears down a flume into a
lake of goo, from which he's rescued by the space-ship (Nebuchadnezzar) housing
Morpheus, Trinity et al (you’ll have to see the film to find out who these are ... enough
to say they’re previously liberated good guys and gals). He's now experiencing (real)
reality, but it's possible for him, and them - at least those who've been liberated
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previously - to hack back into the Matrix and go back to take on the Agents (geezers
in suits and dark glasses). While doing this, the body lies comatose back on ship but is
strangely connected to the VR world. Punch-ups in VR affect real bodies, though only
to the degree of nose-bleeds (!). Similarly, death of the real body leads to death of the
virtual body in The Matrix, as happens when a couple of heroes are wasted by a
renegade. It was not clear whether this “Matrix to real body” link also happens to
those in the pods - rather the reverse if the "paradise set" was lost !

A classic saying in the film, to explain why death in The Matrix leads to death on
Nebuchadnezzar, is that "the body can't exist without a mind"; this seems to be rather
the opposite of what would seem to be the case. We have evidence of bodies existing
without minds, but not vice versa. Or maybe we have no conclusive evidence either
way ? The upload / download into the program seems to involve the use of mobile
phones as locators into the matrix, together with apparent worm-holes and specific
locations to be beamed up from. I haven't got my head round what this would mean
(assuming the notion is coherent) given that we're talking about getting to a particular
place in a simulation.

On prophesy - The Oracle (the lady within The Matrix that Neo goes to see to be
persuaded that he is The One (I won’t go into all the Messianic overtones here) seems
as evasive as the Delphic original – but does successfully predict a smashed vase.
Presumably it is possible to predict the future in VR - or only if the virtual laws are
not chaotic and the computer is digital ? There's no suggestion that prophesy is
possible in the real world; at least, if it is, the intelligent machines haven't go the hang
of it !

The bad guy (the Judas character) prefers the qualia of a dream world (the steak etc) to
the reality of nutritious mush which those on Nebuchadnezzar must eat. It's not clear
why this is a bad thing, nor, as a reviewer notes, what "reality" has to offer in the
circumstances of the film.

I shouldn’t really enter into criticism of the film as such, but I can't resist ! Firstly, it's
not clear to me how overcoming the Agents in The Matrix by means of martial arts
breaks the power of The Matrix. How can this be ? Can't the machines make a better
Agent ? Or are these not software agents but downloaded minds of other beings
(maybe the machines themselves ?). I expect this is just a cheap trick to allow an
action movie. Also, if the bodies in the pods are linked to the minds in The Matrix,
presumably they would become less efficient energy-producers with age - so the
machines wouldn't allow longevity in The Matrix, as would seem to be the case if
virtual time is 1999 (when we know there are some oldies around).

Maybe this is just a load of escapism, and people like me are suckers for trying to
make it all hang together in some form or other. The film has to be seen (probably 3
times) before you've got it sussed as far as sussing is possible. But, beyond this there
are the questions raised - basically all those related to the interrelation of the mental
and the physical. It also suggests that we might actually be living in a virtual world,
and be able to spot this in some way (as Neo is doing at the start of the film) by some
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subtle inconsistencies. This is subversive twaddle of course, almost suggesting that
because there are apparent inconsistencies in the world as we see it, the whole fabric is
potentially a delusion.

I could go on ....
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